
What’s Included:

POD

GT POD Adapter

Screw

Questions about installation or product details? Contact our Tech 
Support team at 940-783-9914 

Custom A-Pillar Pod 
Installation Instructions
Part# 33306/33307 Works On:

GM Sierra/Silverado  
1500 ‘07.5-’13 | 2500-3500 ‘07.5-’14 
Does not include 2013+ Avalanche

STEP 1: 
Remove the A-pillar screw cover and then  remove the 
screw using a 7 mm socket.

STEP 2: 
Pull out the weather stripping around the A-pillar (so it 
can be moved easily) and then remove the stock A-pillar 
trim piece.

STEP 3: 
If the vehicle has a speaker attached to the A-pillar, the 
speaker will need to be removed before the trim piece can 
be completely removed.

Disconnect the speaker wire. (located about 4” away from 
the speaker.) Release the securing tabs by pushing them outward from the speaker and Push the 
speaker out of the trim piece.

STEP 4: 
To install the speaker in the custom gauge pod  Run the 
speaker wire through the front of the speaker hole, line up 
the speaker and snap it into place. 
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GT Head Unit

GT Custom Pod Adapter
Custom Gauge Pod

(To OBDII Adapter Plug)
Main Harness

Main Harness Plug

Questions about installation or product details? Contact our Tech 
Support team at 940-783-9914 

STEP 5:
Guide the Main Harness Cable through the Custom Pod Adapter and firmly press the Adapter into 
the A-pillar pod. Plug in the Main Harness into the GT and slide the GT onto the Custom Pod mount 
adapter.

If installing another tuner install the appropriate pod adapter at this time. LWTS+ requires part # 
30604 and GTX requires part # 30605, which is not included. Follow instructions on installing the 
located on the inside of the packaging card. If you have stock speakers be sure to reconnect them at 
this time.

STEP 6:
 Align the new Pod over the factory Pillar 
including any speaker and screw hole. Firmly 
press down on the parts of the pod mount 
where the adhesive tape touches the stock 
A-pillar and re-secure the weather stripping. 
Once the A-pillar Pod is in place use the new 
screw to secure it.

STEP 7: 


